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Dooley gives inaugural lecture
Professor of Law uses postmodern theory to reexamine doctrine of collateral estoppel
By Gary Shupe
News Editor
Dubbing collateral estoppel the "been
there, done that" doctrine, Professor
Dooley launched into a thought provoking
Postmodern analysis of collateral estoppel
during her inaugural lecture March 28 at
Wesemann Hall.
The program notes for Dooley's
address indicate that the practice of delivering an inaugural lecture is less known in
America than in Europe where it is widely
observed. However, where it is practiced,
a professor who attains the height of full
academic rank is expected to give a lecture
on a topic of the professors' choice within
one year of her promotion.
Dooley's address, entitled "The Cult of
Finality: Rethinking Collateral Estoppel in
the Postmodern Age," focused on a "postmodern" examination of the collateral
estoppel doctrine.
Describing the concept of postmodernism as amorphous and difficult to
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Professor D9oley
define succinctly, Professor Dooley
explained in her introduction that postmodern thought embraces the theory that ideas,
principles and even simple facts are not
fixed. Rather, they are social constructions. Accordingly, Dooley revisited the
questions "When is a fact not a fact?" and
"What is a fact, and who gets to say what a

fact is?" throughout the course of her lecture.
Collateral estoppel, remarked Dooley,
rests on the premise that once a fact is
established it is fixed. This is inconsistent
with postmodern thought she said, which
holds that facts are merely constructions,
products of whatever biases the factfinder
brings with them into the courtroom.
Dooley claimed that collateral estoppel is
justified by the fear of inconsistent factual
determinations by different tribunal~.
This fear notwithstanding, Dooley,
under a postmodern analysis, identified
several disadvantages the doctrine can perpetuate. First, Dooley, a strong advocate
for the jury system, asserted that juries are
sma11, singly established communities. If
facts are social constructions, she said,
microcosm of the community,
a jury, should do the constructing. Often,
however, a judge is the fact finder and the
jury's role is usurped. Dooley claimed that
such situations were elitist because the

See Dooley, Page 8

A feeling ofjazz
Professor Lind and local attorney
host radio program at WVUR
By Wendy A Compton
Contributor
It's a lazy, late afternoon, the sun is out
(almost) and the temperature is a muggy 46
degrees. What could be
better on a day like this
than the strains of jazz
music from V.U.'s own
radio station WVUR
95.1 F.M.
The station is tucked
away in a corner of the
undergraduate campus
and it is where Bill
Satterlee, the managing
partner of the firm
Hoeppner, Wagner and
Evans, and Jaw professor JoEllen Lind spend
two hours each Sunday
(2:00 -4:00p.m.) sending mainstream jazz out
over the airwaves.
The "Feeling of

Jazz" program is not
Satterlee's first or only
radio program. He has
been involved with
radio for over seven
years and, in addition to
WVUR, hosts a program out of Michigan
City
with
Judge
Lindquist that airs
Saturdays from 7-9 p.m.
on WIMS 1420 a.m.
Although you would
never guess it by the
way she confidently
handles the sound
board, Professor Lind's
experience with radio is
more limited than her
counterpart. The tw o
years that she has cohosted WVUR's program is the extent of her
radio expertise.
"Radio is fun."
asserts Satterlee who
has been a jazz fan for
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Professor Joellen Lind and Bill Satterlee spin old and new jazz
compact discs on a Sunday afternoon at Valparaiso University's
radio station WVUR 95.1 FM.
45 years and mostly
plays music from his
monstrous personal collection. He "kept pestering" WVUR until he
was given a spot on the
station for this program.
·"I wanted to introduce
people to jazz."
Professor Lind also
agrees that hosting the
radio program is fun
and further adds that it

is "different" and
affords her the opportunity to be "away from
law and politics.'' In
addition to her love for
jazz , Professor Lin~
enjoys a large variety of
music (even some country) and opera is actually her most favored.
Some of the artists
aired on the program
include Charlie Parker,

Quincy Jones, Miles
Davis and George
Benson. Satterlee feels
that the "most and best
jazz comes out of
Detroit."
Satterlee prefers
instrumental jazz. His
favorite artist is an alto
sax
player,
Paul
Desmond.
Professor
Lind
See Jazz, Page 8

While perusing these·materials,
I discoverec;l a section on building
a coinmupity-based coalitiqn
against acts of bigotry. The te~t

allows

stated .thata coalition
ail
segments of the community to
become involved
plans and
strategies and thus. 4~own'' both the
problefP:S and solutions. One

in

of
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Letter.\· to the Editor

Thoughts on Ukrainian living
To the Editor:
Never have I b~n so grateful for your
newspaper. If it weren't for the copies of
the Forum that Pat Freeman forwards to
us here in Ukraine, we'd know nothing
about what's happening back in America.
(For a couple of weeks we could watch
the NBC Nightly News, but then that
channel stopped broadcasting. Not that
there aren't plenty of newspapers, but
Ukrainian adjectives have twenty-four
different forms and nouns can be even
more varied, so our ability even to skim
the headlines is limited. But at least we
know from Felix's column that America
is lining up behind Pat Buchanan.
As for Ukraine, my wife Rosemarie,
our granddaughter Victoria, and I are
enjoying life indeed. Rumors that the
winter cuisine would be limited to preserved beets and cabbage have proven
false. There's fresh-baked crusty bread,
both dark and light, at twenty-seven cents
per kilogram loaf. And we can't get over
the great dark honey that comes in hunks.
(This may be a post-Chemobyl phenomenon.) Not to mention the excellent
German-style beer.
For the Ukrainians, however, life is
not so good. The infrastructure is crumbling and there is no money for repairs.
Inflation has destroyed everyone's savings. It's easy" to be a multi-millionaire
here. A typical pensioner receives
3,000,000 karbovonets per month. But
that amounts unfortunately only to about
fifteen dollars, not nearly enough to survive on. So the corners are filled with
grannies begging for a nickel. No wonder
many long in desperation for the good old
days of Communism and Russian domination - a feeling ominously echoed by
important sections of the Russian leadership. An invasion by Moscow is by no
means out of the question.
Yet the Ukrainian spirit rises astonishingly above such hardships and fears. We
have never experienced such a high level
of culture before. For fifty cents you can
see professional opera or ballet almost
any evening. We just returned from a per-

formance in our 17th century university
library of Bach, Stravinsky, Hindemith
and Schaumberg by the Kiev Camerata,
with its brilliant 18-year-old conductor.
One would think that just surviving
would absorb all their efforts, but they
somehow still have the talent and self-discipline to excel. And not only in music.
The public parks are filled with bold
sculpture and many art galleries are
active. There are a number of theatres
within blocks of where we live. Even the
cir{;US is a triumph of will. Although they
receive only a dollar fifty for their best
seats, they put on a truly extraordinary
exhibition of human and animal prowess
for two hours twice a day, and all with
great humor and showmanship. While the
Russian bear growls, the Ukrainians are
drafting a noble constitution: Article 3,
for example, states that "the human being,
his/her life and health, honor and dignity,
inviolability and security are recognized
in Ukraine as the highest social value".
Article 22 adds, "No one shall be willfully deprived of life. The duty of the state is
to protect human life". God help them.
In a lighter vein, perhaps their difficulties let the Ukrainians see life more clearly than we do in America. After all,
would any American political party or
candidate ever say anything as downright
sensible as the following recent declaration by the co-chairman of the Ukrainian
Beer Lovers Party? "Beer is a better way
to solve problems and international disputes. It's a means of fostering communication between people, a way to find
compromise, and, of course, a way to foster relations with women". Now there's a
true statesman speaking!
Back to a final serious note. I really
miss you guys! Especially the third-years.
I wish I could be with you at graduation
to reminisce about the ups and downs we
shared over these last years. Good luck.
And come on back to say hello sometime.
Richard Stith
KMA University
Kiev, Ukraine
VIA EMAIL: rstith@queen.ukma.kiev.ua
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Pat Buchanan campaigns on St. Patrick's Day in Chicago.

CONTRA MUNDUM
By Felix Sternfels

It takes two parents, Hillary
By the time this column gets printed,
Hillary should have wound up her worldwind. book tour promoting the ClintonClinton agenda through her tome, It Takes
A Village. As the title suggests, she, and I
assume the First Husband, believe that
times have changed so much in America
that no longer can parents be trusted to
bring up their own children, but need
assistance from the village, i.e. the government. But wiJI this be all bad, and
what would the village look like?
At one time in American history,
before the 20th century , the villagers
could be valuable to a family. When this
country was notably more agrarian than it
is now, neighbors would always help
neighbors who were in need. This was
particularly visible when there was an illness and crops needed to be brought in or
to rebuild a barn that had just been burned
to the ground. Even in more drastic situations, where the husband would suffer a
sudden death in war or illness, extended
family and neighbors were of the utmost
importance to the widow and children.
Not being any life insurance or welfare to
speak of, they would actually become
dependent on those around them. But I
don't think this is what Hillary is talking
about.
Perhaps a peak into what Mrs. Clinton
did before his and her run for the presidency will give us a better idea. Most
should know by now (no thanks to the
press) that she was president of the
Children's Defense Fund, which she gladly resigned from in order to be alongside
Bill during his ''journey". Hillary was put

in that position by the founder of the
organization, Marian Wright Edelman ,
who in return, was put on the board of the
Citizens Transition Project that wrote the
transition report for the incoming Clinton
administration entitled: "Changing
America: Blueprints for the New
Administration." This blueprint favored
the Freedom of Choice Act and taxpayer
funding of abortions, not to mention other
left-wing agenda. What happened to this
blueprint?
Just recently, the UN passed its
Convention on the Rights of the Child,
which was fully supported by the White
House and the Children's Defense Fund.
Clinton has sent this treaty to the United
States Senate for ratification, so it can
become the law of the land. This treaty
would give the child the right to express
his own views freely on all matters, the
right to for him receive information of all
kinds through "the media of the child's
choice," the right to choose his own religion, the right to use his "own language,"
and the right to enjoy "rest and leisure."
It takes a village to do what, create monsters?
Speak for yourself Hillary, but I'll take
the two-parent family over your UN
globoloney village any day. There is no
doubt in my mind that the decline of the
marriage based two-parent family has
been the downfall of our society.
Everything from the explosion of unwanted pregnancies to the violence on our
streets can be attributed to this. It is
unfortunate that we have a president and a
first lady that have yet to figure this out.

SBA. It was established in 1969 as a student organization. The Editor reserves the right to edit articles for punctuation, grammar, brevity, good taste,
accuracy, and libel. We are under no obligation to
print anything we receive. The Forum is published monthly during the academic year .

Subscriptions are available for $15 an academic
year.
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To the glory of God.

··Finally. he strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the
the
full armor of God so that -vou can take vour stand ae.ainst
....
de\·iI\ schemes. For our struggle is not against flesh and blood.
hut against the rulers. against the authorities. against the powers of
this dark \Vorld and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God. so that when
the day of evil comes. you may he able to stand your ground. and
after you have done everything. to stand ...

-

Ephesians 6:10-13 (\IV)
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Earned income credit helps law students
By Mike Stewart
and Troy Clayton
VITA Co-Directors

The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
(VITA) program has been started by a
small group of law students here at the
law school.
VITA was established by the Internal
Revenue Service as a means of helping
lower income tax payers prepare their
income tax returns.
Our experience has shown us many
students don't realize that they may be
eligible for the Earned Income Credit
(EIC). The EIC is a refundable tax credit
that lower wage earners receive from the
government above and beyond what they
would normally receive from their refund.
The following information is intended
as a general guide to qualifying for the
credit. It should not be viewed as determinative, and it is recommended that anyone who wishes to verify if they qualify
or not, should review the actual tax form
instruction booklets, or else seek professional assistance.
In order to be eligible for the EIC, the
taxpayer must have at least some earned
income for the tax year. In general,
earned income is defined as any wages,
salaries, tips,self-employment income and
long-term disability income.
There are income caps for the credit.
Single and married taxpayers have the
same cap.
If the taxpayer has no qualifying children, he may earn no more than $9,230
and still qualify for the credit. The
income cap increases to $24,396 if there
is one qualifying child, and to $26,673 if
there are two or more qualifying children.
The corresponding credit increases in a
like manner. A taxpayer without a qualit'ying child must have been at least age 25
during the l995 tax-year, and must not
have been able to be claimed as a dependent on someone else's return.
For married taxpayers without a qualifying child, they must file using any status except married filing separately and
one of them must have been at least age
25 during the tax-year.
There is no age requirement for taxpayers with at least one qualifying child.

Helpful examples:
1. Taxpayer I is single. age twentysix during 1995, earned $4,000 clerking
in the summer and could not be claimed
as a dependent by his parents.
Taxpayer 1 would be eligible for the
EIC, and would receive an additional
$308 above and beyond his normal refund
amount.
2. Taxpayer 2 is single with a qualifying child, age 23 during 1995, earned
$6,000 clerking part-time throughout the
tax year, and could not be claimed as a
dependent by her parents.
Taxpayer 2 is eligible for the EIC, and
would receive an additional $2,032 above
and beyond her normal refund amount.

3. Taxpayers 3 and 4 are married filing
jointly, taxpayer 3 was age 24 and taxpayer 4 was age 22 during 1995, their
combined income was $16,000 and neither could be claimed as a dependent by
their parents.
They aren't eligible for the EIC,
because they don't have a qualifying
child and their income exceeded the
$9,230 income cap. In addition, at least
one must be age 25 in order to qualify.
This information was provided by the
Valparaiso University School of Law
VITA Program. It was intended to make

students aware of a tax benefit that might
normally go unnoticed.
The information provided is only
meant to be a guide, and should not be
viewed as determinative when applying
for the Earned Income Credit. Any questions or help in preparing ·the appropriate
tax forms may be directed to VITA members during the last income tax form
preparation day being held on Monday,
April 8th, between 5 p.m. and 9 p.m. in
the St. Louis Seminar Room, located in
the Valparaiso University School of Law.
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Spring SBA candidates
By Gary Shupe
News Editor
The SBA will hold elections on April 8 and 9 to fill
positions for the 199611997
academic year. Competition
will be stiff as nearly thirty
students compete for only 13
positions. The candidates
who had registered by 5:00
P.M. on Friday, March 29, are
as follows:
President: Bart Arnold, Steve
Duckett, Jason Paradis.
Vice President: Jenna
Griffith, Derek Johnson, Paul
Rossi, Chuck Simono.
Secretary: Linda Beier,
Brendan Maher.
Treasurer: Travis Crowell,
Eric Doden. Mark Gumz.
3L Faculty Rep.:
Gentry.

Ann

3L Student Rep.: Doyll
Andrews, Vincent Campiti,
James
Jordan,
Kathy
Musgrave, Jon Slagh.
2L Faculty Rep.: Rachel
Allen, Julie Dixon.
2L Student Rep.: Marci
Ferree, Christine Gordon,
Kimberly Kihslinger, Jenny
Mullennix-,
Jonathon
Richardson, Ted Roe.
ABA Rep.: Jeremy Sosin,
Paul Stracci.
The Forum spoke with the
three candidates for SBA
President for the 1996/1997
school year. Here is what
each of them said about what
they want to accomplish and
why you should elect them.

President, Bart said that it
would be his first goal to represent all students, not just
some or certain students. To
that end, Bart wants to encourage students outside of the
SBA Board to get involved
with the budget committee,
Law Week, and various SBA
sponsored social events.
His second goal as
President, said Bart, would be
to promote a sense of unity
among the students at VUSL.
Bart plans to achieve this goal
by setting more clearly
defined guidelines as to how
student organizations can
obtain SBA funds.
He
believes that confusion about
funding has led to some
groups being treat unequally.
Bart mentioned that he also
hopes to promote unity by
considering everyone's interests when planning SBA
events.
Lastly, Bart stated that he
. wants to spend SBA funds
more responsibly. This he
maintained could easily be
done without eliminating
social events or free beer.
Why you should vote for
him: Bart said that he felt he
was known as a person who is
accessible to the student body.
He also asserted that he felt he
was known as a person that
students could be proud of as
their representative, a good
leader. Bart expressed the
conviction that it would be his
goal as President to see that
the student body thinks that
SBA does a responsible job.
SBA has to do more than parties, he said. Bart declared
that he was the one who could
get things done as President.

Steve Duckett

Bart Arnold
What he hopes to accomplish: Bart told The Forum
that he feels the SBA has not
been representative of the
entire student body. As

What he hopes to accomplish: Because the office of
the SBA President has few
enumerated powers, Steve
related in his interview with
The Forum, it is his goal to
make sure that all SBA officers and committees get their
respective jobs done. To real-

ize this aim, Steve said that he
would appoint committee
members and oversee committee operations carefully. He
hopes to make SBA committees more accountable,
because it is his belief that the
SBA should be run through
committees. Steve wants to
foster greater student body
involvement and participation
in SBA committees.
His second goal as
President, Steve told The
Forum, would be to get the
student organizations to work
together more. He said that he
would do this by holding
monthly presidents' council
meeting to "compare notes."
A third objective Steve has
in mind if elected is to create
greater professionalism in the
SBA. This could be achieved,
Steve maintained, by adopting
and following rules of procedures for SBA meetings.
Why you should vote for
him: Steve feels that students
should vote for him for anumber of reasons. First, he stated
that he is the only candidate
with two years of experience.
Second, he feels that his experience is more qualified.
Finally, Steve claimed that he
knows the procedures necessary to get the job done.

dure, and would utilize them
in order to make meetings
more efficient and less
"cliquish."
Thirdly, as President
Jason would increase the connection between VUSL and
the University, and between
VUSL and the Valparaiso
community as a whole as
well.
Why you should vote for
him: Jason cited his extensive
experience in the SBA this
year, in addition to his confidence in himself and his ability as reasons he should be
elected SBA President. Jason
noted that he has worked on
the SBA budget committee,
and in preparing for Law
Week, among other things this
past year.
His involvement and his
ability to listen, Jason maintained. have helped him develop a rapport with faculty,
staff, and students alike.

BLSA offers solutions
Continued from page 1
the first suggestions that the hand
book puts forth is that the community
based coalition should include representation from all the various racial,
ethnic. religious, and socio...economic
groups that make up the collllllunity, as
well as from any group that is a likely.
target for bigotry.
Aft.er reading this se.ction.I recalled
some .o fttie statements made dl.lring
an~ after the February 28tl) .forunL
One · suc~ · staternent was proffered by
first year law student and member nf

a·

the Jewish Law Students Associatiort
that proposed the formatiJ>~. ·of what
can be .con8i(}ered a student ~·coalition.!'

Ad~itio~~~~y ~ <>.th¢r

stud¢.tlt$

-~~y~t

expr~sedi~terest in dev~lopj~g: fiO~t
type of organization that wouid serve''
as a rneat!s.~ through wh.i~h ~' ~p~;es~~
ofth(?~e sroqen(s and/or groups of stU~
dents ~9st likely to ~xperi~t.1P,e bi(l,.

:=~=~:::~~~;

would. re~iJirejJ I realize tlql.t ttf 6nt~r ~
f\ltiction <as an effective r~s..P.urce,'' ft 
would necessitate full par~lclpatio11
from most, if not afl. of fQ~ 'student:
organizations. Not an of t~e \lr9ttPS
have beep the subject of attack' and ·do
not appeitr to be concern~ :With th~ .
fact that such animus possjbly resides
in our law school community.
Moreover, there seemingly exists an
organization through which most concerns about bias crimes · can be
addressed.~.the SBA.
RegretfullY~ it is at this pointthatJ.
choose to refrain from further di~~~§r
sion abo~tthe for.m.ation
a coalition
7
or SBA S duties to the stu4ent l)(>dy~ ,
for .this ~tide's purpose is rq~rely tO

of

Mike Glisson

suggest tJI.#lt we 'caqnot afford tO .h~
~dress t~: .rpatte~·

stagnanL : We; must

Jason Paradis
What he hopes to accomplish: Better communication
between SBA members and
between the SBA and the student body is one of Jason's
firsl priorities. Claiming that
communication have been
poor this year, Jason would
usc flyers, posters, and the
President's Column in The
Forum to keep students up Lo
speed with all SBA activities.
1a son's second area of
concern is the SBA' s meetings. Feeling that most SBA
meetings this year were not
very professional, Jason hopes
to reintroduce structure and
professionalism if elected. He
said he is very familiar with
rules of Parliamentary proce-

What he hopes to accomplish: Mike told The Forum
that if he doesn't find a job
next year he would like to
come back to VUSL as SBA
President. He indicated he is
willing to come back only if
the position is full time, but
would work pro bono.
Why you should vote for
him: Mike said you should
vote for him because he hasn't
found a real job yet and
because he would work for
free . And darn it, he loves
you guys!

come·

as they
to the. f9re 'l.~. ~Qt hl:4~
ou; faces in hope
it wiii .iti: mer~ty'
disappear.

that

VUSL prides itseli in it,~ ability·to .
offer its students a diversef~~iti-cultur...
al envirollJ]l~mt in wbich tO. s!,~fly.Ja»':

En~ollmenf.~f people who~e ~~~Sence
has not traditionally been part of the ·
law school populous helps distinguish

VUSL from other law schools
type and

sire.

of its

As a progressive ..institu·

tion, neither VUSL, nor its

presently

enrolled student body can stand to i~~
late the gender and racial ·~minorities"
that help thrust VUSL into the fore in

classifications of similarly situated law
The Forum would like to
encourage all students to vote
in the upcoming SBA
Elections.
When: April8 & 9

schools.
Although the semester is quic~l~
coming to. an end, it is necessary that
efforts by the students,

stud~nt groups~

organizations, faculty and administraWhere: The Atrium
How: Bring your student
ID and fill out your ballot.
See you at the polls!!

tion initiate so that provisions

for

resources and processes to safeguard
against the repetition of such acts of
bigotry can be installed.

WestCatnpus
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CROSSW RO® Crossword
Edited by Stan Chess
Puzzle Created by Richard Silvestri
ACROSS
1 Hauler on the
highway
5 Capacitance
unit
10 "I
Dream•
(1967 hit)
14 Egg order
15 Saudi's
neighbor
16 Football Hall
of Farner
Page
17 Jocular Jay
•
18 "Cielito
19 Marmalade
ingredient
20 l~cation
23 City on the
Brazos
24 Kentucky
Derby prize
25 Skewered
meat
28 Fifteenthcentury
explorer
31 Jack Frost's
profession?
32 Dick Van
Dyke Show

actor
34 Outquip
37 Sand~ur

40 Prepared
41 State of
agitation
42 Salmon tail?
43 Metallic
mixture
44 s·eau tie?
45 Martin or
Miller
48 Quickly,
'
quickly
50 Thoroughfar~
56 Sleuthing
pooch
57 Sadike cavity
58 Winter Palace
resident
60 Proof
annotation
61
Nation
(1988 film)
62 The Stooges,
e.g.
63 Now's partner
64 Gets all
worked up
65 Cellar
contents?
DOWN
1 Helios, to the
Romans
2 Green head?
3 Dinner
reading

4 Smeltery
product
5 Kind of acid
6 Another kind
of acid
7 Called up
8 The Egg_
g "Drip Drop•
singer
10 Painted
woman
11 Smith,
perhaps
12 Twist or
stomp
13 Vicuna's
habitat
21 Haul in
22 Antler point
25 It's
sometimes
stolen
26 Adolescent
affliction
27 Ringo's
responsibility
28 Ms.
Guisewite or
her strip
29 Hanker
30 Warrior of
1899
32 Face on the
wall

33 Inner, in
combinations
34 Mg 3 Si..01a·
(OH) 2
35 Akershus
Castle site
36 H.S. exam
38 Actress
Greene
39 They're often
paid
43 Play the ace?
44 Swiss
waterway
45 Overhead
46 Sample the
sherry
47 log in
48 Piece of
property
49 Secretary of
commerce:
1969-72
51 Stowe sight
52 Honolulu bowl
game
53 She was
Jeanie on
Happy Days

54 Book before
Nehemiah
55 Peacock's
pride
59 Rubbish

e1mero~Ord!Mag~8i
For a free crossword puzzle catalogue, call or write:
Crossword Magazine, Inc., PO Box 909-A, Bellmore, NY 11710
(516) 826-9479
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Have a story idea?
Contribute to The Forum.
Call 465-7831 for more info.
Next deadline: April 11, 1996 at 5 p.m.
forum@wesemann.law.valpo.edu

THE PRESIDENT'S COLUMN
By Renee S. George
SBA President
c

Renee reflects on her. year in omc~
This ·message comes to you from
the desk of Renee S~ Georg~ ,:.._
Hello fellow 'stress-outs . . I Jibp¢
everyone is hanging in there as ·the
final week;_s ·are upon us ... UGH!!!

Hey 3L's•

~E',RE

ALMOST AT

THE END! We can always _count ·
op se9:~nd . ~em~ster to fry by l~aving

Thanks contributors!
The Forum editors

.. ~ Maybe i(~s imwssible to achie~~ lliis
goal but it doesn~t have to be here.
we can .make a difference. , Like ..J
already ptentio~ed, no .one 'is ~~t
ing the finger o:ply at a law studeilt, ·
· buUt'it..~Cl.$ a
studep.t.I hav., ·~illy ·
on~(thirl~· 16 say. If you' have'~o~..
thing you want to tell me come 'tell it

us no0ti~~~,.Jq. :~ll~ cat~hup.- ··,()~ ,~9
maybe w~')lll $hould .haye S~qt~ur'
spring ~re~ more wisely and cau~h.t
up with everytJ;ling or.get ahead ...
Yeah rlghi; whatever, I don~t think
·so. Wefl,,I wish everyone the best of
luck in gettb1g motivat:ed ..to finish _up
the semest~r. Take advantage of
tomo110w since we have no cl~ses~ ··
enjoy .the long weekend.

I announced in The Forum issue
that came out before spring l>reak
that after break The Forum would be
putting out an issue where concerned
individuals would be submitting arti~
cles in reg~ds to defacement to certain organization bulletin boards. ie.
the comment made on the BLSA
board. I just want to voice in my
Presidential column my reaction to
the whole event and how I feeL
First, I would like to let everyone
know that myself and others that
were affected by the defacement to
the BLSA board are not totally pointing the finger at a law student, we all
know that there are many outsiders
that come into the law school for
whatever purposes. But, we can~t
rule out the fact that there is a great
possibility that it was a law student.
Believe me, I don't want to think that
it was a law student.
As a minority, I was hurt by what
was put on the BLSA board but I
wasn't surprised that it happened.
What upset me the most was the
weekend this happened there was a
group of perspective students here at
the law school, including a number
of minority students. What if one of
them had seen this little message?
I'm sure Valparaiso School of Law
would be on the bottom of their list.
What also hurts is as President of
the student body I have met with the
student organizations and encouraged them all to promote whalthey
stand for and to support one another,
also to plan activities where every-

Comet visible
until end of April
Forum News Report

[ ·· ·.

·one can get involved or enjoy. But,
. when sbmeone pulls a stu~\~ like till~
· /.it kind o[defeats-our goat ~ •. uni't)~:~ ..

A new comet, Comet
Hyakutake, is visible to
the naked eye in the

law

_:tomyfac~~ : ~ \. ,. ,,. " - ·' /

If you haven't noticed, elect~~n
time is \lere· again for the 1~6.::~7
Student·, . Bar
Association
· AdminisJr~tive Board. ·w ow! We .
·sure have a he~cd tace for all PQSi- ·
tions especially executive wsitions.
It's pretty exciting!!! So 1 and 2L's,
you must make sure you take the
. time to vote on April 8th and 9th in
the atrium, your vote always counts.
Well~ since the new board will
soon be taking office. that means that
I must step down. Before I do so, I
just wanted to remind everyone whal
the 1995-96 SBA Board has accomplished in the past year.
Our tenure began with the bombing in Oklahoma City and the board
voted on sending $1,000 to the victims and rescue teams of this tragic
event. That will always be something I will feel good about having
done. Other things we accomplished
were a successful wishing tree with
DTP, adopting a family. helping fac~
ulty with their .adopted family, better
relations with organizations, ABA
Work-A-Day, a super Law Weekt
and many other things but 1 don't
want to sound like I'm bragging.
But, I do want to say that I had a
great group to work with and they all
worked hard to get many things
accomplished- Thanks Guys!
I also want to thank the entire faculty and staff for all of their support.
It's been a great year and I'm really
going to miss being your Student
Body President, but I'm sure the next
President will lead the new board to
do some wonderful thing . Thanks
everyone for all of your support and
good luck to the next board.
That's all for now and for goodHappy Easter!!!

evening sky every clear,
dark night from now
until the end of April. It
is expected to be the
brightest comet in 20
years, and much brighter
than Comet Halley in
1985-1986.
The VU Observatory

will hold some special
observing sessions with
their telescopes on clear
nights.
For further information or for a sky map
that may be reproduced,
contact VU Prof. Bruce
Hrivnak at 464-5379.
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News magazine doesn't know truth about VUSL
By Edward M. GaftDey
Dean, Valparaiso University School of Law
Eddie Koch, the fonner Mayor of New
York. used to start every news conference by
asking the reporters, ''How 'm I doing? How
'm I doing?'' 1bere's always a risk when you
ask reporters to measure your worth. If they
ask the wrong question, they won't find out
what really needs to be known. For the past
few years reporters have been trying to evaluate law schools in America Severa] surveys
by to analyze how all of the AHA-accredited
law schools of the country are doing. Each
survey focuses on something different We do
quite well in some, not so well in others, but I
confess I do not understand the point of a
mathematical formula that purports to rank all
of the law schools in America
In 1994 The National Jurist ranked 165 law
schools in America according to student satisfaction. 11le specific items that students were
asked to evaluate included the quality of
teaching, the relations between faculty and
students, diversity of faculty, research
resources (library, computer databases, etc.),
facilities, and quality of life, including a strong
sense of community among students.
According to law students, V alpo is way up
there as #49/165, right after Stanford (#48)!
On this scale of student satisfaction, by the
way, Harvard Law School placed #154/165.
Yet another indicator that we are doing
something right is the survey that The
National Jurist conducted in the fall of 1995
on whether a law school is a friendly place for
women. To be precise, this study measured
three objective numbers: the percent_of students who are female, the percent of faculty
who are female, and the percent of women in
the student bar association and the law review
staff. The study also inducted a subjective
component: how women perceive they are
treated on each campus. On this scale, we
were ranked #33/168: Harvard Law School
came in as #167, with BYU bringing up the

an awful lot more about the other 176 AHAaccredited law schools than I do, and I have
already admitted that I regard myself as incapable of giving a fair qualitative evaluation of
all of these schools. There are particular
instances where one of my colleagues will
know more than I do about a particular institution, either because they studied there or
because they taught there. For example, even
though I have served for over ten years on the
editorial Board of the Journal of Law &
Religion published at Hamline University
School of Law, I am sure that Dean
V andercoy knows a lot more about this law
school because he recently served on the
AHA-AALS site evaluation team. This duty
entails the reading of a detailed, lengthy selfstudy and its accompanying documents, as
well as close-up careful inspection of the facil-

ity, including extensive, probing conversations
with the faculty, students, staff, and alumni of
the school.
Although I know many of the faculty at
UCLA, Chicago, Columbia, Cornell, and
Yale, I am also confident that Professor Lind
knows more about UCLA, Professor Dooley
knows more about Chicago, Professor Ehren
knows more about Columbia, Professor
Blomquist knows more about Cornell, and
Professors Berner and Hiller know a lot more
about Yale because they studied or taught at
these law schools. But having better information about these schools doesn't translate into
getting a ballot from the USNWR.
By the same token, my year in the LL.M. program at Harvard and my year as a scholar in
residence at Stanford enabled me to come to
know a lot about these schools. But I repeat, I

would never dream of trying to rank the law
schools of America 1he really careful line of
evaluation is whether or not a law school passes muster with the ABA and the Association
of American Law Schools. The standards of
our accreditors are high and our adherence to
them is rigorous.
As I said, reputation is a tricky thing; it
always lags well behind reality. I think that
anyone who -is aware of the changes we have
made here at Valpo will acknowledge that we
have been working hard to improve our reputation. For example, the participation of
Supreme Court Justices in our Cambridge
program, and the visits of members of our
High Court to our campus is a real honor to
our law school. Justices of the Supreme Coun

See USN& WR, Continued on page 7

rear.
The most self-publicized of these studies is
the annual report on graduate schools putr
lished by the U.S. News and World Report
[USNWR]. Ttie latest hit last week. This survey places enormous emphasis on ranking the
reputation of the law schools. As Mayor
Koch found out, one's reputation depends on
the people whose opinion is asked. For example, when USNWR asked lawyers and judge~
to rank law schools, we went up in the opinion
poll (from # 115 in 1995 to # 110 in 1996).
But according to the academics they asked to
rank law schools, we went down in reputation
rank (from# 119 in 1995 to# 129 in 1996).
This annual beauty contest is really dumb.
In the USNWR survey, hundreds of people
who have never been to our campus and who
literally don't know what they're doing purport to "rank" us. It is not difficult to identify
some of the most heavily endowed elite private schools. Chicago, Columbia, Cornell,
Harvard, New York, Pennsylvania, Stanford,
Vanderbilt, and Yale come readily to mind.
Several states have committed resources to
law schools at their leading campus; for example, Berkeley, UCLA, Michigan, Minnesota,
and Texas and several others should surely be
added to the list of heavily supported law
schools. But trying to calibrate all 176 of the
AHA-accredited law schools is silly and useless.
Note that I have simply arranged these
schools in alphabetical order, not attempting
to rank them according to some preconceived
set of criteria. In part that is because I
acknowledge the subjective nature of my personal judgment I know the deans at about
I 00 law schools in this country, but I would
never presume to know enough about these
law schools to pass a truly informed judgment
about the quality of legal education at their
schools. But that is precisely what I am asked
to do in the ballot that I received from the
USNWR.
I esteem highly the other three members of
our faculty who got a ballot from the USNWR,
Dean V andercoy and Professors Dooley and
Levinson. Even so, I don't think they know

Take the
Indiana Bar
together with
Illinois, Ohio
or Michigan.

Enroll with P.E.C. for the
Indiana bar review course or
with BARIBRI for the Illinois,
Ohio or Michigan courses,
and you will receive the
other program's materials
for only $250.

Trust the power of experience.
BAR REVIEW

BARIBRI 1-800-621-0498
P.E.C.
317-253-3355
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Tips on landing a position with a small firm
By Gail Peshel
Director of Career Services
Clerking:
Area firms often hire clerks
by relying on their exiting clerks
to refer other students to them.
Therefore, Jet upperclass students know if you wish to
remain in the area to clerk this
summer!
Associates:
Nationwide, smaller-sized
firms indicated that they consider the following characteristics
when hiring associates:
- geographic connections
- writing ability
- substantive course work
- practical skills courses
- clinical experience
- clerking experience
- moot court, client counseling, negotiation team participa-

tion
- a fit with personality, values, and work ethic
- potential ability to attract
clients
- willingness to practice in a
range of areas
- recommendations received
from area attorneys or law
school faculty
- common sense
- appearance/confidence
- previous professional experience
-maturity
-academic standing.
Smaller-sized firms "advertise" openings by:
- talking to other attorneys
practicing in the area
- hiring when someone
applies
- placing ads in newspaper
and bar journals

- talking to alumni or bar
association members
- calling faculty members
and career services professionals
-participating in job fairs
How to Proceed with a Small
· Firm Job Search:
- Utilize the alumni network
- Network with other students who are employed
- emphasize computer ability, research/writing skills
- do an externship in clinic
and then approach ~riminal
defense practices
- do an externship with a
prosecutor or a U.S. attorney and
then approach prosecutor offices
- do an internship in a government office, city attorney's
office, or legal services agency,
and sell the experience to the
firm.
- indicate willingness to

work throughout the academic
year (however, no more than 20
hours a week - a law school
and an ABA rule
- try
to get personal referrals
- try to get project work
- utilize Career Services
resources
- use LEX IS and WESTLAW career directories
- scan the Internet for job
postings
-join bar committees and be
an active participant
-have the good fortune to be
in the right place at the right
time.
Remember that smal1 firms
usually hire on an as-needed
basis and typically are unable to
predict future hiring needs.
Students are encouraged to build
a network of contacts in their
targeted geographic area and use

every opportunity to get to know
more lawyers (attend functions,
request information interviews ... ) Sending a .resume and
cover letter and then sitting back
and waiting for a response seldom works. Telephone the
employers you have written
approximately ten days to two
weeks rater and identify yourself, ask if more information is
needed, and ask if an interview
can be scheduled. Students who
call after sending a resume are
more likely to get an interview.
Anita, Joan and I are available
throughout the summer to assist
you in your job search. We will
be mailing job notices to each
class throughout the summer, so
be sure to give us your summer
mailing address. Thanks!

USN & WR doesn't know truth about Valpo law
Continued from page 6
don't routinely visit all the law
schools of America Their busy calendar requires them to be pretty
selective. It says something about
the way they regard us when they
are willing to include us on their list
of favored schools. In recent years
we have visited by Chief Justice
William Rehnquist and by Justices
Antonio Scalia and Sandra Day
O'Connor. The Chief Justice and
Justices Scalia and Ruth Bader
Ginsburg have taught in our summer program in Cambridge, and
Justice Clarence Thomas will teach
there this summer. This is an

impressive list of members of our
High Court who thought well
enough of us to spend time with us.
I am not aware of any other law
school in the country that can boast
of this record, and I am not even
sure that we should boast about it
either because I don't want to tum
this honor into a commercial or a
slick hustle. But it is good for us
and it is good for the Justices that
we have this constant interaction
with them at our law school. When
the Justices get to know us, my
strong impression is that they like
what they see.
What really makes me proud to
be associated with this law school is

the attention that we pay here to
delivering excellent, well rounded,
top-quality legal education. We neither go with the latest fads in
abstract theory nor reduce the curriculum to the lowest common
denominator. Instead, we insist that
competence in lawyering demands
a blend of critical theory and sound
practical skills, reflected throughout
the three years of the curriculum.
And I am proud of the consistent
high quality of our law review. And
I relish the attention we give in this
law school to compassion, a virtue
at the heart, not the fringe, of any
good lawyer's practice. For example, our pro bono requirement at

Valpo helps to instill in our graduates a high regard for the duty of all
lawyers to serve clients who cannot
afford to pay us a fee. This duty is
an integral component of the vocation of lawyering; lawyers who
have lost their noblest aspirations or
sold their souls will have no longlasting impact on the law or on our
society. These are things that the
USNWR ranking system does not
appreciate or value.
We aren't a perfect law school,
but we are a full-service law school
ready to make improvements wherever we can to serve you better.
More than that, in my professional

judgment as a legal educator, we are
a dynamic law school trying not
simply to meet, but also to exceed
the standards of our accreditors. We
are truly a school on the move, and
all of you can truly be proud of the
solid legal education you receive in
this school. So don't let a fifth rate
newsmagazine (ask Time or
Newsweek, Forbes or Fortune, how
to rank USNWR) get you down.
You know more about Valpo Law
School than the U.S. News &
World Report; you know the truth.

Career Opportunities
CLERKING
POSITIONS:
MICHIGAN.
PETOSKEY
Internship
positions available
with
Legal
Services
of
Northern Michigan
during the summer
of 1996. Any first
or second year law
student with a
commitment and
concern for the
problems of low
income individuals
will be considered.
The positions
wiJI be available in
the Legal Services
of
Northern
Michigan Traverse
City, Petoskey,
Marquette
and
Escanaba offices.
Send resume,
writing sample,
references and letter of introduction
to: Michael A.
Figliomeni,
Executive
Director, Legal

Services
of
Northern
Michigan, Inc.,
446 E. Mitchell
Street, Petoskey,
MI
49770
616/347-8115.

WISCONSIN.
MADISON
Summer
Intern-IL's and
2L's-Court of
Appeals
of
Wisconsin-funding not available
however it is possible to . receive
academic credits
for the summer's
work.
Prefer
intern to work fulltime for the entire
summer.
The work consists mainly of
research and writing rough draft
opinions under the
Judge's supervision and of the law
clerk. An intern
can expect to work
on at least six
cases during the

summer.
The court is
located about I 0
blocks from the
University
of
Wisconsin campus. The Judge
believes that student housing sublets are avai table .
and inexpensive.
Students with good
writing skills who
wish to improve
those skills.
Submit
a
resume, law school
transcript, writing
sample and letters
of recommendation the student
feels would be of
assistance
to:
Judge Charles P.
Dykman, Court of
Appeals
of
Wisconsin, District
IV, 119 Martin
Luther King Jr.,
Blvd., Madison,
WI 53703. If you
have questions,
call Rose Jauch, or
Susan
Steer,
608/266-9362.

9514.

INDIANA.
IDGHLAND
Law Clerk2L or 3L for
Attorney Samuel
Cappas.
Send
resume or call
219/924-4101;
2546 45th Street,
Highland,
IN
46322.

INDIANA.
ELKHART
Opening for a
law clerk who can
commit to at least
I 0-15 hours per
week
to
do
research and clerking in the areas of
business and personal
injury.
Position
could
begin immediately.
Send resume
and cover letter to:
Anthony J. lemma,
Law Offices of
lemma
and
Hughes, 212 South
Second
Street,
Elkhart,
IN
46516. 219/293-

INDIANA.
EVANSVILLE
1L or 2L-who
is an Evansville
resident interested
in working as an
unpaid intern for
the
U.S.
Magistrate Judge
on a part-time
basis during the
summer.
This
position would be
good exposure to
federal court practice and the people
who work in the
federal courts.
If interested
contact: William
G. Hussmann, Jr.,
U.S. Magistrate
Judge,
U.S.
District Court,
Southern District
of Indiana, 328
Federal Building,
Evansville,
IN
47708.

seeking experienced, mature, college age or older
individuals
to
teach high school
age students for
two, 3-week sessions, late mornings or early afternoons from June
24 to August 1,
1996,
Monday
through Thursday,.
Instruct course
entitled
"The
Justice System".
Approx. $20.00
per hour; payment
made on a per
class basis.
Call for application
packet.
Wisconsin Union
Mini Courses, 509
Memorial Union,
800
Langdon
Street, Madison,
WI 53706-1495.
608/262-3156.

WISCONSIN.
MADISON

INDIANA.
MICHIGAN
CITY

Instructors-

2L' s-Law

Clerk-part-time
for the summer.
Personal injury
complaints, discovery, limited
research, bankruptcy, estates wills
and living trusts.
FAX resume to:
Law Office of
Doug
Allen
Bernacchi,
219/879-2889
FAX# 219/8729244.

INDIANA.
ANDERSON
Interns and/or
law clerks for 2
summer positions.
lL's and 2L's;
Legal Services
Organization of
Indiana, Inc. The
intern or clerk will
be responsible for
legal research,
assisting the attorneys with trial
preparation, helping to prepare
pleadings
and
briefs, interviewing clients, and

other duties as
needed.
Seeking students who have
good research and
writing skills, selfmotivated and sensitive to the legal
needs of the in
digent population.
Due to federal
funding they do
not
have
the
resources to offer
paid
summer
employment to
interns.
Send resume,
transcript and brief
writing sample to:
Angeleigh Elliott
Dorsey,
Legal
Services
Organization of
Indiana, Inc., 1106
Meridian Plaza,
Suite
215,
Anderson, Indiana
46016 317/6442816.
FAX:
317/642-2473.

For more info,
please see the CS
office staff
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Jazz
continued from Page 1
prefers vocalists, especia]]y singer Joe
Williams.

course, Chicago and even Valparaiso
(notably trombonist, Milt Bernhart).
They also frequent several jazz clubs in
Chicago so they can keep fresh jazz on
the air. Their favorite spot is Andy's
where they have the opportunity to meet
the performers in a setting that is relaxed,
comfortable and safe.

is worth listening to. The fun that

to find her on Sundays). The number to

Satterlee and Lind have hosting the pro-

call is 464-MORE. Perhaps the best rea-

gram is apparent and you cannot help but
to enjoy the good-natured conversations
that go on between the two.

Satterlee and Lind do showcase talent
from all over the country, incJuding, of

Satterlee and Lind even accept phone

with Civ Pro questions now know where

know very little about jazz, this program

Dooley
continued from Page 1
communal perspective is lost.
Secondly, even when a jury
is the factfinder problems may
arise. Dooley maintained that
because the voices of women
and minority jury members are
less heard , their soci~l factual
constructions are often left by
the wayside. This results in a
diminution of the meaning and
purpose of communal perspective under a postmodem regime,
she said.
Lastly, Dooley stated that
the courts current application of
the conateral estoppel doctrine
is inequitable. Because courts
are much more likely to apply
defensive non-mutual collateral
estoppel than 0ffensive nonmutual collateral estoppel,
defendants, who frequently are
the larger and more powerful
litigants, have a built in advantage.
All these factors, concluded
Professor Dooley, indicate that
is time to reassess the doctrine
of collateral estoppel. Dooley
remarked that the lure of finality that collateral estoppel
promises, is an ·elusive and
ephemeral goal. What cost
finality, she said, if a cult-like
dedication to finality sacrifices
the interests of the least po~er
ful litigants.

Lind put it, they are "pathetically pleading for more listeners."

calls from their loyal listeners (so 1Ls
Even for those of us who, admittedly,

son to tune in is because, as Professor

The Finest

To listen to the "Feeling of Jazz."
tune your radio to WVUR, 95.1 FM on
Sunday afternoons from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
For more information about WVUR, call
464-MORE.

Bar Reviewo

West Bar Review has con1plete preparation for your bar exatn which includes:
A Fully integrated Approach, MPRE course & software, BarPassers Multistate
Workshops, State Specific Essay Workshops, WestWARE, WESTWeek, Quality
User-Friendly Materials, 800 Hotline, Experienced Faculty with over 250 years of
combined bar review experience, Convenient Locations, Simulated Practice
Questions & Thorough Analysis, & Much More for Less Money than our
competitors.
WestWARE is-designed for today's computers, and today's bar exam. Available in
Windows, Windows '95, and soon Mac. Focus your valuable study-time with the
best interactive software for the MBE. Track your performance autotnatically.
Personalize your exams to meet your strengths and weaknesses. Customize the
subjects tested, the subtopics within each subject. Choose the level of difficulty and
the tin1e constraints for each exan1. Explanatory answers detail correct responses and
clearly explain the incorrect choices. WestWare is Outline-linked for even tnore indepth analysis.
WESTWeekis Seven Days to Multistate Success! It is a unique, concentrated MBE
program. Use it as an Early Bird quick start before the full bar course or as a Final
Review just before the bar exatn. Each day is devoted to one of the six Multistate
subjects. WestWeek faculty, including Harvard Professor Arthur Miller, review the
substantive law as they expertly diagnose the MBE. Day seven provides realistic
practice testing and question analysis.

7356
'West

.......

, Bar Review

